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Which Internet Browser should I use?
There was a time when you could choose from a couple of available Internet browsers.
However, currently there are a number of browsers available and sometimes it is hard to
choose as to which browser to use to surf the Internet. To make things more complicated,
the browsers keep evolving, offering new speed, standards support, security, and so on.

CHROME
Chrome is Google’s Internet browser. Chrome Instant means that
your web page is ready to view before you finish typing the address.
Its speed and minimalist design make it very attractive to users. It also
supports HTML5 which means that it is ready for the future, application-like Web, and hardware acceleration make Chrome fast at any
task.
Its support of HTML5 means that it has built-in Flash and PDF display.
Chrome’s speed is now boosted by hardware acceleration, which uses the computer’s
graphics processor to speed up operations. Chrome also supports 3D WebGL graphics which
work on older computers which still use Windows XP.
Chrome uses a minimalist design and application and it is fastest browser to start up. So, if
you are a little impatient like me, this is good news.
Initially, Chrome used “instant” feature for web searches whereby the result start appearing
as you are typing your search term in Google search box. Now, Google is using the same to
pre-load web pages in the background as you type your search term. A quick note here that
for the “Instant page” to work, the website also has to support that feature.
Chrome uses all the Web browser tools that you would like: bookmark syncing (so that you
can import your favorites or bookmarks from other browsers), built-in PDF read, and extensions.
Depending upon which survey and data you are reading, Chrome has anywhere from 19 to
34 percent share in the browser arena.

FIREFOX
Firefox offers clean, minimal interface and fast performance. It is
highly customizable and has good security. One important cons is that
it lacks client-side tracking protection, just like that found in Internet
Explorer 9. It lacks built-in Flash, PDF reader and Instant page view.
If you use Firefox, you will notice that its updates come very rapidly
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and some. One of the last updates brought the nifty Social API, which allows social networks to integrate notification
and information panels right into the browser skin. Firefox 18 update addresses speed. Its new IonMonkey JavaScript
compiler replaces the previous version’s TracerMonkey, for faster Web app performance.
Firefox alone offers the potential to integrate social networking into its browser, with support for the Social API. The
API allows social networks to add toolbar buttons along the top of the browser and optional side panels to show news
feeds, chat boxes, friend requests, and messages.
The interface of Firefox has changed in the recent versions. One of the important change is the single menu option in
the form of the orange Firefox button at the top left of the browser window. If you want, you can re-enable the standard menus by pressing the “Alt” key.
With Firefox version 18, it supports Retina displays on MacBooks for sharp images. It is one of the last remaining
browsers to still use separate address and search boxes, which is good when you would like to keep those two activities
separate.
Firefox has always been the browser most open to allowing different search providers, including specialized search like
shopping, reference, or social. It was the first to support the OpenSearch format. It has a built-in Twitter search service
option and makes it easy to find Twitter personalities worth following as well as popular photos and videos on the social network.
Firefox’s unique “Panorama” feature offers a unique way to organize tab groups and it is especially useful for those
who have a lot of tabs open. Just click the Mondrian icon all the way to the top-right of the window, and you will see
rectangles containing page thumbnails. You can drag tabs between groups, and resize and move the group boxes themselves around. You can even give a name to a tab group to keep organized.
Another tab-related feature seems clearly Chrome-inspired—pinned tabs. If there are sites you always want access to,
just as in Chrome, you can pin their tabs to the left side of the tab bar. These pinned tabs appear narrower, showing
just the site icon. The pinned sites will also load automatically when you start Firefox.

INTERNET EXPLORER 9
Internet Explorer (IE) 9 is a vast improvement over its predecessor. It is a huge improvement in
speed, trimmed down interface, and HTML 5 support as compared to its previous versions. It has
a trimmed-down window header. The tabs are squared off and does not ask for search engines
suggestions, the very first time you run it. That being said, it automatically uses “Bing”, which is
Microsoft’s own search engine. So, in essence, unless you know how to add a search provider,
you will use Bing.
IE9 has improved upon the way tabs work. You can drag tabs out of and back into the browser. If you drag a tab out
which is playing a video, it continues to playing video, which is a pretty cool feature.
Just like Chrome, it uses a single text box for addresses and searches, called the One Box. However, it is not as brilliant
as Chrome’s Instant feature.
IE allows for “hang recovery”, for when you visit a website and a script runs forever, and crash recovery can either restore a tab of reload a group of tabs to the last good point if the browser closes. Also, SmartScreen tries to block malicious content even when it is on a good web page, such as externally served malicious advertisement on a legitimate
web page.
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IE8 introduced InPrivate mode which hides site’s activities fro other third-party sites. You have to add this feature in
Firefox using an add-on to control third-party snooping.

Performance of Browers
In speed tests, Google Chrome fared better than both, Internet Explorer and Firefox. IE8 trailed Chrome on JavaScript.
However, IE9 corrects that issue.

Safety
At the annual, pwn2own hacking contest, only Chrome wasn't penetrated, thanks to its total sandboxing. IE9 does run
plugins in a sandbox, and adds ActiveX filtering for more safety.

CATCH A PHONE SNOOPER
Ever wonder if someone is snooping around your phone? Well, now you can
catch them red handed. One way is to use a password, but it still does not
give you the proof as to who is snooping.

Android Phone Tools
On Android phones install the app HiddenEye, and if someone incorrectly
enters your password (passcode), it snaps a picture of the person. The app
does this very stealthily so the snooper doe not know that his or her picture
has been taken by your phone. Not only that, you can setup your phone so
that it store the pictures remotely via Dropbox. This way, if your phone is stolen, you can still get the picture of the snooper.
You can also get an app to track your phone, lock your phone remotely via a
computer, and have your phone take a picture of anyone trying to break the
passcode.

iPhone Tools
For an iPhone, you can install an app WhoSnooped (for $0.99). However, this app doesn’t run all the time; instead you
have to set a trap to take the picture of the snooper.
Another app for iPhone is iTrust which costs $0.99. This app can take a picture of the snooper and can also record a
video of the icons a snooper touches as they attempt to open apps. However, this app is a little rusty.

CHANGE SCREEN ORIENTATION
Looking for a keyboard short-cut to quickly change screen rotation? Ctrl-Alt and any of the four arrow keys will set you
free:
Ctrl+Alt+Arrow Up will rotate your screen up
Ctrl+Alt+Arrow Down will rotate your screen down
Ctrl+Alt+Arrow Right will rotate your screen right
Ctrl+Alt+Arrow Left will rotate your screen left
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